How to forfeit the sympathies of the believers in the major world denominations

When a provincial Danish newspaper hurt the religious feelings of many Muslims by printing mocking caricatures of the Prophet Mohamed, we strongly disregarded this action for two reasons:

1) The drawings looked amateurish and were not funny.
2) It was a nice try to stir up some public attention but highly inconsistent. If looking for trouble, why confine potential retaliators to a fraction of intolerant brainless gory fanatics?

From a similar starting position - sitting somewhere near nowhere in Germany craving for global publicity but being not able to sketch decent cartoons ourselves - ri jo again choose the only way to dignify its principles: steal the idea and optimize its impact by insulting almost everyone besides the members of some obscure sects which hallow color changing clouds (oups, we did it again).

Here are the results of our plotting which hopefully will lead to a devastating hacking attack against this internet server by spooks in the Vatican (by the way our - former? - home team) and burnings of our effigies in Tel Aviv gaining us the status of martyrs for the freedom of speech and devious humor.

ri jo
Offending all Muslims: Hey, Mr. Mohamed!

*Arabic for „What’s up?“

Offending all Jews: Hey, Mr. Moses!

*Hebrew for „What’s up?“
Offending all Indians: Hey, Mr. Krishna, Shiva (and so on)

* Hindi for "What's up?"

Offending all Japanese (Shinto): Hey, ... you -- natural spirits!

* Japanese for "What's up?"
Offending all Chinese: Hey, Mr. Confucius!

* Mandarin for „What's up?“